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A Season for Peace and Shining the Light of Love
I

Dear Readers:

to mind the words of the prophet Isaiah:
'The people who walked in darkness have
seen a great light; those who lived in a
land of deep darkness-on them light has
shined.'

Even though I write this letter on the International Day of
Peace (also the Autumn Equinox),
by the time you read this, it will
be November! You'll be thinking
about Thanksgiving, Hanukkah,
Christmas or even the New Year!
On September 11 th, we helped
organize two very special interfaith
events in Eugene. At 7 AM, over
200 adults gathered for the Third Annual Interfaith
Community Breakfast at the Northwest Christian
College, where the president of the University of
Oregon talked ahout "Limits to Tolerance."
That evening, almost 500 people attended an interfaith evening at the First Christian Church (aka the
First Inteifaith Church) in Eugene. Followers of Baha'i,
Buddhist, Catholic, Christian, Hindu, Islamic, Jewish,
Native, Shona, Sikh Dharma and Sufi traditions, along
with the Lane Community College president participated in the event with devotional songs, prayers,
reflections and stories. The Rev. Daniel Bryant of the
church welcomed the gathering with these words:
"We come tonight not only to remember the
events of this day six years ago and to honor those
slain, we come to give witness to our hope for a different kind of future free of such acts of barbarism and to
demonstrate another way of being in this world, a way
ofliving peaceably with all our neighbors.
"We come together as residents of this land upon
which the attacks occurred on 9/11 to show that we
will not be defined by hate and the desire for revenge.
"We come together as members of different faith
communities and even no faith communities to say
that we can live together in peace and respect one
another, not only in spite of our differences in beliefs
and practices, but also because of them.
"We come together not with shallow notions of
the ease by which we can overcome the painful histories of our intolerance and brutality against those of
different traditions, cultures, faiths and race, but with
deep appreciation for the richness, beauty and harmony of our common humanity.
"For those of us in the Christian tradition, the
theme of this service tonight, the Light of Unity, call
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Prom the (Editor

"We are also reminded of the star of
Bethlehem providing light in such a time
of deep darkness when freedom was scarce
and oppression was heavy upon the land.
"The wonder of light is that in the
darkest night, it only takes a single light to
break through that darkness and to show the way out
of it. Followers of Jesus saw that light in him which
became expressed in his familiar saying recorded in
the Gospel of John, 'I am the light of the world.' But
we often forget the other form of that saying in the
Sermon on the Mount, right after the more familiar
beatitudes, when Jesus says to the crowd gathered there,
'You are the light of the world.'
''Just a few miles from the ancient city of Ephesus
you can visit a small house believed to be the last home
of Mary, the mother of Jesus. It is a revered site for
Christian pilgrims and has been restored so as to serve
as a house of prayer. I was surprised on my pilgrimage
through Turkey in 2003 to discover that on one side of
this humble dwelling are a number of Muslim prayer
rugs. I learned that the House of the Virgin Mary is
equally revered by Muslims. I love the image of such
a place where people of two religions, often perceived
to be at odds with one another, can come together for
prayer. We've now arrived at a time and place where
not just Christians and Muslims, but also Jews, Hindus,
Baha'is, Buddhists and others can come together in
prayer. This is my hope for the future and world peace.
"I can think of no place where that saying ofJesus
is more true than right here. On the day remembered
for its darkness, the light was not extinguished. You
stood together in prayer, you joined together in song,
your reached out to take a hand of brothers and sisters
of different faiths and nations you had not previously
known. You are indeed the light of the world. May all
those who walk in darkness see your light this night."
Whether we believe in a religion or not, let's live
lightly, shine the light of our love, wisdom and compassion, and help spread multicultural understanding! ,

Happy Holidays! Shalom! Salaam! Om Shanti!

Skipping Stones
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I began high school five weeks ago. I feel lost, lonely and overwhelmed all the time.
How can I ever feel at home at that huge place? -John
John, I am hoping it will take no more than two months. Allow me to make a few suggestions:

* Speak up if you feel harassed.
Tim: "I have noticed that you come at me with your
fists clenched when I say something you don't like."
Dave: "But that is just an innocent joke!"

Tim "It may seem like an innocent joke to you, but
it is not a joke to me! Please, don't do it again!"

* Miracles sometimes happen! Expect
miracles! Give them a chance to occur! I
knew a high school boy as well as a high
school girl living in different parts of the
country. Neither felt that they had an adequately supportive home life.

* Do you want to
become an expert brownie
chef?
Try making your favorite
brownie recipe a few times.
Then take a bag of brownies to lunch the next day and
pass it around the lunch table.
Do you know anyone who
passes up a brownie??

Fortunately, each of them made friends
with a fellow student and came to have a
warm relationship not only with the friend
in their class, but also with the friend's family.
In both cases, these situations worked
beautifully for everyone. They have remained
friends for life. In looking for close friends,
they found what they needed.

*

I suspect a good many
students at school feel like
you do. Reasons for loneliness might vary: being in a
wheel chair due to physical handicaps, coming from
another country and lacking
fluency in language, belonging to a racial minority...

* Look through the list of clubs
open to students in your grade: Chess,
Astronomy, Photography, Reading
Fantasy, Solving Puzzles, Outdoors,
French, Exploring Cultures...
Talk to students to become
acquainted with clubs. Is there a club
which would be of special interest to
you?You might just find that one the
most fulfilling.
Send your questions or comments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403
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Show them around the
school; introduce them new
words; above all, befriend
them!

John, If you find a special way to make new friends, let me
know.
Peace,
Skipping Stones
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KIDS. CAN HtlP,TOO!
Hunger and homelessness are everywhere, not
just in New York or in Florida after a hurricane.
There are people who need your help no matter
where you live.
There is a free meal program at a church in
central New Jersey. It is like a "soup kitchen,"
but usually no soup is served. The program is run
entirely by volunteers every Monday of the year,
including holidays. The meals are delicious and
homemade. Anyone in the area who wants a free
meal can stop by the church and have something
to eat.
Unlike most free meal programs, this one serves
the guests like in a restaurant. People come in, sit
down at a table and are served. We also clean up
for our guests; they are really treated well. But get
this-the servers are often kids, just like you and
me! I help at the free meal program by serving the
food and drinks to the guests.

What's {€)n Y(§)ur Mind?
If you are wondering what the people are like
who come for a meal, they are usually very nice.
I often have nice conversations with the guests.
Sometimes, kids come with their families and we
can hang out and talk.
Each time after I help at the free meal program,
I have a satisfied feeling inside. I think this comes
from the happiness of helping others.
If this article has
inspired you to help in
your own community,
do not be afraid to ask
someone how you can
volunteer. It always makes
everyone feel good.

*

-John Tczmburro, 11,
adopted Korean-American,
New Jersey.

A'" Want T"is C"ristmas 's~
All I want this Christmas is to have a Merry
Christmas. I want to see my best friend and look into
her deep blue eyes, hear her voice and know how she is
doing. All I want is to know she is well, that she is there
and that I can still rely on her.
I thought that finding another "best" friend would
heal the wound she left, maybe it could fill up the
empty space in my heart, that gap she caused when she
left to live far away from me. Having a new best friend
would make me forget her and the fact that she is not
with me anymore. I could finally forget what had happened and the separation. I would not remember the
pain I felt and how much it hurts not being able to
talk to her every day or hang out. But I always think of
her and all the good times we had together. Perhaps I
would forget the way I feel knowing I am not able to
be with her, feel her, know she is really with me.
Even though she is still in my mind, heart and
soul, it is not easy going through the voyage life takes
you without that special someone, your other half,
your soul mate, the girl you met in kindergarten and
Nov. - Dec. 2007
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have been friends
ever since. Few people know how it feels
letting go of such
great relationships, a
true friendship. I am
blessed with many
friends now, and I can
say that none make
me feel as special as
she did. No matter
what, no one will
ever do it like she. Not even a doctor can heal the gap
she left in my heart, only she can, that special someone
that God put in my way. For some reason, He has put
her in my life and even though she is a stranger to me
now, I want to let her know that I am still waiting for
her to come back. Where ever you are, I hope that you
still remember me and know that I am here for you. I
love you, Vanessa, and I miss you terribly. >:<

Skipping Stones

-Adriana C. Torres Guzman, 18, Puerto Rico.
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Taking Action & Noteworthy North.East.West.South.
• lamenting on the loss of languages
There are about 7,000 languages spoken on the planet
but we are losing them at an alarming rate of 25 each
year-that's one language every two weeks! Four out
of five people use one or more of the world's 83 mostwidely spoken langauges, where as only 0.2 % of the
world population uses the 3,500 less-used languages!
"When we lose a language, we lose centuries of human
thinking about time, season, sea creatures, reindeer,
edible flowers, mathematics, landscapes, myths, music,
the unknown and the everyday," said Prof. Harrison of
Swarthmore College. According to him about half of
the languages are not written down-no dictionary, no
literature, no hard copy of the words or the structure
of the language-and hence no way to save that language once the last person speaking that language dies.
In the modern age of global communication, children
are abandoning their native tongues and going for the
dominant languages of their regions-English, Spanish,
Russian, Manderin, etc. To revitalize a language, a new
generation of young speakers must be encouraged.

• The NextStep Recycling, Eugene-based nonprofit
computer and electronics recycling center, was honored
by the National Recycling Coalition for its outstanding
environmental and community leadership. Thanks to
NextStep, some 900 tons of computers and electronic
parts have been reused or recycled properly.
The Annual Mayor's Art Show in Eugene, Oregon
honored "Homeless" by Zack Wilkins with the Mayor's
Choice Award. An unframed, single-color (blue) drawing on a large, recycled cardboard box, the work leaned
against the wall, and depicted a homeless man crouched
on a sidewalk. The mayor said it moved her more than
any of the other 70 plus outstanding art pieces!

No Name-Calling Week aan. 21-25, 2008) and its
Creative Expression Contest (entries are due Nov. 20)
offer activities aimed at stopping name-calling and
bullying in schools (www.nonamecallingweek.org).
You can also participate in the 2007 Mix-It Up At
Lunch Day on Nov. 13th. (www.tolerance.org)

• 2,150 Cyclists; 7,000 Calories; 110 Kms a Day

2,150 riders bicycled through 481 miles of mountains,
lakes, woods and high dessert in Oregon in seven days
during the 20th Annual Cycle Oregon tour this September. The cyclists used a high-energy diet of 7,000
* Need a theme for a school report? Consider a mul- calories or more to ride an average of 69 miles (110
ticultural or nature theme. NE. ws. and other pages of Kms.) each day and enjoy their week long tour!
Skipping Stones can spark creative ideas! (Jilie have many Did You Know That?
back issues.) You can even organize an Interfaith Festival
• Urban and Suburban Sprawl is an over-looked
of Lights during Dec. 21-Jan. 1Jor example, or participate
factor that contributes to global warming. Living
in community events like the International Telebration
in more dense, pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods
(Nov. 17, this year) and write reports on your experiences.
would reduce C02 emmisions significantly. One
of the best ways to reduce auto travel is to reduce
need for driving, according to a report published by
Former Vice President Al Gore and the
the Urban Land Institute. The number of miles we
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate ChangeAmericans drive has increased three times faster than
the world's pre-eminent scientific body devoted to
the population increase since 1980. A typical vehicle
improving our understanding of the climate crisis
is
driven twice as much now as it was 25 years ago.
will receive the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize! We face
• Satelite images show that the Arctic ice sheets
a true planetary emergency. The climate crisis is not
have shrunk to the lowest level since 1978,
a political issue, it is a moral and spiritual challenge to
when such images were first taken. European Space
all of humanity. It is also our greatest opportunity to
200 satelite photos taken in September
Agency's
lift global consciousness to a higher level.
showed an ice-free passage along Alaska, northern
The 2007 Nobel Prize in Literature will go to
Canada and Greenland.
88 year-old author, Doris Lessing. Her upcoming
• The Polar Bear may soon become an Endangered
book, "Alfred and Emily" is a passionately anti-war
Species as a result of the melting polar ice, which is
novel that imagines her parents' lives had there been
the Polar Bear's natural habitat. (Sources: various news stories)
no World War 1. She'll become the oldest recipient!
• Recent census data shows over 37.5 million immigrants in the U.S. Almost 20 percent of the U.S. population speaks a non-English language at home.
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WHAT'S COOI<IN'?
---------~

Readers far and wide have been sending us their favorite
yummy recipes and tantalizing foodie stories. VTk decided
to put them all together for your enjoyment. Bring your
taste buds and your sense of adventure! Bon appetit!
-Editors

Ki....:Li: J\. T asle
Macaroni pie
is one of my favorite family recipes.
My family makes
this for Christmas,
Thanksgiving and Easter. My grandma always
cooks it. My favorite parts are the corners
because they are so crispy. All right, I've talked
a lot about Macaroni Pie, here is how you
make it:
2 pounds of orzo macaroni
1 pound of ricotta salata shredded cheese
1 pound of shredded mozzarella cheese
1 dozen eggs
1 stick of unsalted margarine

Kimchi is a spicy pickled
cabbage traditionally eaten with
every Korean meal.
Ingredients:
1 large Napa cabbage
3 tablespoons fresh ginger
(finely minced)
4 scallions (trimmed and cut in 2-inch lengths)
4 tablespoons kosher or sea salt
2 tablespoons sugar
1 carrot (peeled and cut into thin discs)
1 teaspoon (or more) dried chili pepper flakes
Optional: 1/2 cup daikon (peeled and cut into thin
slivers, about i-inch long)
Directions:

Heat the oven to 375 of
Boil the orzo, add a stick of margarine and
allow the mixture to cool.
Add ricotta and mozzarella.
Butter or grease a 6" by 8" pan, so the pie
won't stick to the pan later.
Pour the ingredients into the pan and
cook for about 45 minutes to an hour, until the
pie is a golden brown. To
test whether the pie is
done, insert a knife into it
-if the knife comes out
., d
,I"
d ry, It
s one. ""
-Michael Mangia, 11,
New Jersey
Nov. - Dec. 2007

of Korea

Cut off the end of the Napa cabbage and throw
it away. Then, cut the cabbage into 1.5 inch sections.
Put the cabbage in a large bowl and toss it with some
salt. Next, cover it with cold water. Cover the bowl
with a plate and let it sit for 6 to 8 hours outside of
the refrigerator.
Drain the bowl, add all the other ingredients and
cover the bowl again, letting the kimchi sit at room
temperature for 2 to 4 days. Be sure to stir the kimchi once in a while. The cabbage will become more
sour and smaller as it ferments. Taste it after about
two days and add a bit more dried
chili pepper flakes if you want the
kimchi to be spicier. >:~
-RachaelJi Yoon Kim, 17, California.

Skipping Stones
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How to Make Mouth-Watering Tamales
2. When the meat is brown, get
the juice from the meat and pour
it in the dough. Add manteca.

In my family and in
most Mexican families, it is a
tradition to make tamales every
Christmas. Tamales are the best
food you will ever taste. Tamale
comes from tamalii, a word in
Nahuatl, the language of the
Aztecs. It means "wrapped food."
When it is Christmas-time, my
grandmother and aunt come over
to my house to help make them.

3. Taste it. If it is good, you are
ready to start.
4. Get your husk sheets and put
the masa on them. Spread the
masa all over it but not on the
top part. If it is heavy, you put in
too much.

Before you can start preparing tamales, you have to gather
up your ingredients. If you don't know what you
will need to make the world's tastiest food, don't
worry because I will tell you.
• The first thing you need to get is masa, or corn
dough. If you are making about 50 tamales then you
need five pounds of dough.
• Next you will need to get pork (for vegetarians, tofu)
that will go inside of the tamale. If you plan to make
50 tamales, you will need five pounds of pork (tofu).
• Get 1/2 pound of manteca (butter or lard).
• Buy some sheets made for tamales, also called "corn
husks."
• You will need chile, guajillo, garlic and salt to make
the hot sauce. Tofu or other spices could be added at
this stage. Mix these ingredients in a blender.
Now you have everything to make tamales:
1. Boil the pork for about one hour. (Skip this step

5. Next, add the hot sauce to the
meat/tofu and put on the masa.
6. Wrap it up. Take the ends that are larger and put
one over the other. Then, take the smaller end and
put it on top of the folded parts. After that, put the
tamales upright in a big pot. Add hot water.
7. If you made 50 delicious tamales, then let them
cook for about 90 minutes (1.5 hours).
8. After 90 minutes, check them to see if the dough
is well-cooked. If it is, then you are ready to eat
mouth watering tamales.
Now you know how to make tamales. It will
be a fantastic dinner for Christmas, and I assure
you they will all disappear. If
you have never prepared tamales,
it's great to learn how to make
them for your family and friends.
I guarantee that people will be
impressed with this dish. >:<
-Ednamy Lopez, 8th-grader, Illinois.

while making tofu tamales.) Add salt.

Can a kallZ smoothilZ ehanglZ {jour liflZ?
1l kalrz smoothirz is a
delicious drink that could change
your life! A kale smoothie is a
sneaky way to get your green
vegetables and it is FUN!! Kale
is high in calcium, micro nutrients and minerals as well as phytochemicals that prevent cancer and decrease degenerative diseases. People will notice your beauty and vibrant
health. They will want to know your "magic formula!"
Page 8

• Cut up one banana, one apple (you can substitute pear) and two or more kale leaves and put the
mixture in a blender with a glass of water.
• BLEND! It's soooo easy!!

* You can get creative by adding flax seeds or other
fruit/vegetable combinations. Kale is the best but you
may use fresh spinach leaves. Have fun! >:<

Skipping Stones

-Dr. Pamela Wible, Family Practitioner, Oregon.
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"Tina's brought dogfood again," sang Katie.

At the end of the day, Ms. Cupello called out to
Katie and me.

I snapped my lunch
box shut, but it was too
late. The fragrance of
dal and rice had already
escaped and sped the
length of the table.

"I have instructions for tomorrow's badminton
match. You will be representing Grade 5 in the
doubles against St. Augustus School. Ms. Cooper,
Cathy's mother, will drive you there and back during the lunch hour. Meet her in the playground.
Remember to bring lunch."

Katie snickered and
was echoed by Lisa, Anne and Marisa.

We nodded and sped out of the classroom.

***

Katie picked up her BLT sandwich. Green lettuce, red tomatoes and pink bacon peeped out
between white slices of bread.

"Mom, please don't pack leftovers. I have to eat
in the car on the way to the match. If I take Indian
food, it's going to stink up the car."

"Why does your mother give you this mush
every day? How can you prefer it to sandwiches
and mac 'n cheese? I'd never
eat this stuff...ever!"

"Stop right there!" said Mom. "Our food does
not stink. It is fragrant."
"But Mom..."

"Hotdogs are better," said
Anne.

"Enough. I am not going
to let you eat junk, and that's
final."

"B urgers ... ummmm, "
said Marisa, biting into her
cheeseburger.

I gave up. When it came to
being stubborn, she was a Pro.

***

I shoved the lunch box
into my bag. My appetite
vanished. I hated Mom for
embarrassing me yet again.
"Tina, home-cooked food
is healthier than the processed
foods your friends eat. Share
your lunch with them some day, and they'll realize
how tasty it is. I'll have to pack extra," she'd say.

At lunchtime, Katie and
I hurried to the playground
with our bags and rackets. Ms.
Cooper waved to us and led
us to a silver van where two
girls were already buckled up.
We all jumped in, and she drove off.
"I'm Katie, and this is Tina."
"Cathy."

Yeah, right. I can barely open my lunch box
without people pretending to gag. I certainly
wasn't going to offer to share my lunch.

"Morgan," said the other girl finishing the last
of her lunch.

I stood up. There was silence. No one stopped
me as I walked away.

"Eat your lunch, girls," Ms. Cooper called over
her shoulder.

My stomach was growling with hunger. I found
a secluded corner of the playground and gobbled
my lunch. Mom had added mango pickles and
spicy potatoes. It did resemble dog-food, delicious
dog food, nevertheless.

My stomach was growling like a ferocious beast.
Did I dare take a peak at what Mom had packed?

***
N av. - Dec. 2007

"Oh, noooooo!" Katie wailed.
"What happened?" asked Ms. Cooper as the car
lurched sideways.
"I forgot my lunch," she said, scrambling

Skipping Stones
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through her bag frantically.
"You gave me such a fright! Sorry, dear, but
there is no time to stop to buy something. But,
we'll get a bite after the game."

This is

tasty potato snack which
can be made in a very
short time. Serve with
your favorite chutney or
with ketchup. Tikkis can
be made ahead of time
and then heated in the
microwave before serving.

Katie rubbed her stomach and looked out the
window.
I was faint with hunger. I had to eat or I would
not be able to lift the racket, let alone playa match.
I slid the box out of my bag and said a prayer:
Please don't let it stink too much. I pried open the
lid. The fragrance of shrimp curry and rice wafted
out. I slammed it shut. My mouth watered. One
of my favorites, but if I opened the box again, Ms.
Cooper's car was going to smell like Mom's kitchen
on wheels.
"What is that?" asked Ms. Cooper, sniffing hard.
My heart skipped a beat.
"Is that your delicious curry meal, my dear?"

t1 simp~~ y~t

IDg,t'~di~Dtg:

4 large potatoes boiled, peeled and grated
1-2 tablespoons corn flour (can use wheat flour)

Y2 teaspoon turmeric powder
Y2 teaspoon chili powder or cayenne pepper
(optional)
1 teaspoon chopped coriander
Dash of salt to taste

Her eyes met mine in the rearview mirror.
"Yes, Ms. Cooper, it's shrimp curry and basmati
. "
nce.

"Smells delicious! Eat up."
Katie looked incredulous. I sighed with relief,
opened my box and dug in. Katie's eyes followed
my spoon.
"Want to try some?" I asked.
Katie shook her head, but her stomach growled,
"Yes, please."
I held out the box. She looked at the white rice
and the orange-yellow curry topped with juicy
shrimps. She ate half-a-spoonful. I held my breath
as she chewed slowly, eyes closed. Suddenly they
popped open. Katie opened her mouth.
She's going to barf all over me, I thought, cringing in my seat.
"Omigosh... that is fantastic!! May I have some
more?" she asked.
I held out my box, and we dug in. The shrimp
curry fuelled our victory and our friendship. And
Katie had to eat her words-literally!

*

-Mahtab Narsimhan, Asian Canadian, Ontario, Canada.
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1) Add the corn flour, turmeric powder, chilli
powder, coriander and salt to the grated potatoes
and mix well. It is important that the mixture
become dough-like. If the dough is crumbly, add a
little more corn flour.

4) Take 2 tablespoons of the potato mixture
and roll into a ball. Flatten it on the palm of your
hand. Again, the dough should not crumble.
2) Shallow-fry the tikkis over medium heat

until golden brown and crisp on both sides. You
may do this ahead of time. Please ask an adult to
help you with this step.
~)

Tikkis can be re-heated in the microwave or
in an oven (275 OF for 15 minutes). Please ask an
adult to help you with this step.
5) Serve hot with mint chutney or tamarind

chutney (these can be bought in any Indian grocery store) or tomato ketchup. Enjoy! : -)
-Mahtab Narsimhan, Ontario, Canada.

Food for Thought!
Projected biofuel (ethanol) production of 4 billion gallons by 2020, in India and China may cause serious
water shortages for food production in the two nations.

Skipping Stones
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Grandma's Fried Chicken, Gumbo and Tamales
Grandma was the backbone, strength, and stability of our family. Many lessons, morals and values were
learned from her. Growing up, I remember going to
Grandma's house on Sundays after church. We would
pile into the car, anxiously awaiting our arrival at
Grandma's. As we exited the car, smells of good, down
home, Southern cooking wafted through the windows
and encircle us, as if a fishing rod were reeling you in.
All meals were made from scratch; none of these
fast processed meals eaten today. Noone thought
about food fried in lard, the lasting effects it would
have on our bodies or about ruining the diet you
started an hour ago. This way of eating carried down
from our ancestors, incorporated chitlins (chitterlings),
menudo, tortillas, greens, gumbo, jambalaya and tamales. There were no objections to this succulent food
awaiting us.
Gatherings at Grandma's house for Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Easter and 4th ofJuly were all about family,
food and fun. Mashed potatoes, macaroni and cheese,
fried chicken, barbecued ribs, peach cobbler and of
course, the ice-cold pitcher of lemonade were the
foundation of our table.
It would take Grandma, her daughters and daugh-

ter-in-Iaw all day and most of the night preparing and
cooking in the kitchen. These women were observing,
assisting and learning from a master chef as she assembled a part of our heritage.
There was nothing like the smell of the Southern
trinity-bell peppers, onions and celery-searing in
the hot oil as the roux was watched until it was the
perfect shade of brown, signaling it was time to add
the ingredients into the pot for the gumbo.
In Grandma's kitchen, I remember hearing women
talking, listening and laughing, while the children tried
to catch a whiff or sneak a taste of the delicious aromas emanating from that haven. We vied for a chance
to be the first to lick the spoon or swirl our finger in
the bowl of leftover cake batter or cookie dough. The
kitchen was our "gathering place."
During Grandma's time, men worked and women
took care of the home and children, allowing time to
cook. Today, a majority of families have two working
Nov. - Dec. 2007
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parents, and food can be prepared in half the time it
took Grandma to make her meals. Spending hours in
the kitchen baking and cooking is a luxury we are not
afforded.
N ow that Grandma is gone and so many family
members are scattered and living in various places, we
do not get together as often, leaving our new generation of cousins and children blind to the luscious tastes
we enjoyed growing up. My twenty-something cousins'
concept of cooking is, "If I can't prepare it from a box
or pick it up from a drive-thru, it is not happening."
At our family reunions, older family members
are no longer with us to bestow their knowledge and
Southern cooking skills upon us. The generations left
have not kept up the traditions for various reasons such
as lack of time, social commitments and work.
The purpose of these gatherings has been lost. It is
essential for our millennium generation to know the
ways of those who came before us. It is important to
know the reasons why black-eyed peas were cooked
for New Year's, why the house smelled of menudo,
tamales and chitterlings (chitlins) for Thanksgiving and
why jambalaya and gumbo were served for Christmas.
It was not about the food, but having relatives around
and being able to reminisce and share stories.
Grandma's ways may seem out-of-date, but her
meals created the opportunity to spend time with
loved ones in an optimistic, safe, loving environment.
We need to preserve this imagery of family and restore
these family gatherings.
I have come to realize that action must be taken to
reclaim and keep this tradition of family, food and fun
alive. The spirit of the gatherings must be restored and
upheld. So, at the next family gathering, start taking
pictures and exchanging favorite family recipes. Talk to the
older relatives and encourage
them to share their experiences
and recollections of past gatherings. Reconnect and maintain
this celebration of family. Don't
allow these memories to be lost!

Skipping Stones

-Twyla Heindl,7exas.
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Cook Safe!
Whether you and your family cook daily, or
almost never, this winter you are probably preparing those once-a-year holiday treats for family and friends. Special spices and secret sauces
are only one part of what makes these foods so
tasty. We usually don't think so much about the
less glamorous part of cooking-safety skills!
Thousands of people are poisoned each year
by eating food which was prepared or stored in
unsafe ways. The Food and Drug Administration
offers these tips to end your holiday meal with
a satisfied pat to your stomach rather than a
tummy ache: clean up, separate, cook and chill.

Clean-up
• Use soap and water
before handling food.

~

• When cutting different types of food on a
cutting board, wash the
board between foods.
• Frequently wash
rags used for wiping.
• Wash fruits and veggies before eating them.

Separate
• Keep raw meat, fish and eggs away from
ready-to-eat foods by cutting them on a separate
cutting board.
• Wash any dish which previously held raw
foods before using it for other foods.

Cook
• Make sure to cook meats at the correct
temperatures so that they are cooked thorougWy.
• Avoid eating foods with raw or partially
cooked eggs, which can carry harmful bacteria.
• When reheating soups or sauces, bring
them to a boil before serving them again.

Chill
• Do not let meat, poultry, fish, eggs or cut
vegetables and fruit sit at room temperature for
more than 2 hours. Refrigerate them promptly.
By using these tips, you'll enjoy your food
and also your health this season! >:<

Ro.:~§!

Surviving the Holidays
FINALLY, the holidays are just around the corner! I bet
you could use a break from the stress of school , homework ,
and extra-curricular activities that have you running around
in circles. Now you have the time to relax, spend time with
family and friends ...watch copious amounts of television...
eat everything in sight... Here are some simple tips that can
help you make sure that your holidays are fun and rejuvenating, rather than something from which you need to recover:
1. GET SLEEP Sure, it's fun to stay up late and play
video games, but not getting enough sleep (8 hours is recommended) can cause you to become grouchy, not do
as well in your activities, get sick and even overeat. Plus,
research shows that not getting enough sleep when you are
young can lead to illnesses such as heart disease and diabetes.
2. EAT A BALANCED DIET. This is easier said than
done, I know. The holidays pretty much revolve around food
so it's not realistic to go through the holidays without eating a little more than usual. But do you really enjoy how you
feel after eating 5 pieces of corn bread, 4 helpings of turkey,
3 bowls of mashed potatoes and 2 pieces of pumpkin pie
(and a partridge in a pear tree?)? Pace yourseW! Here are some
easy ways to eat healthfully during the holidays:
• Eat breakfast. If you eat agood breakfast, then you're
less likely to overeat the rest of the day.
Contd. on p. 13.

Food Safety Quiz: True or False?
1. A sponge can harbor millions of germs; it is better to use a cloth which can be washed frequently.
True or False?
2. Even though it contains raw eggs, it is safe to eat
raw cookie dough. True or False?
3. Cooking food at the proper temperature will kill
the harmful bacteria. True or False?

4. Soaking fruits and vegetables in a sink full of
water is the best way to wash them. True or False?
Answers: 1. True. (Use a cloth instead!) 2. False. (Although raw
cookie dough is tasty, uncooked it can harbor harmful bacteria.) 3. True.
4. False. (Although some vegetables must be soaked in a clean container
full of water and rinsed several times to clean, hold the fruits and vegetables
under running water as afinal rinse, to wash away the last of bacteria.)

-Nicole Degli Esposti is teaching in Romania.
Page 12
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• Take small portions. Usually you think you're
more hungry than you really are, so you might use a
small plate and take tiny amounts of everything that
you want.You can always go back for more!

SI\ipping Stones is Turning 10!
Twenty is a charm! To celebrate our 20th
year, we'll honor 20 students for their original
writing and/or artwork in our Volume 20 issues.
These 20 students will also get a set of 20 back

• Wait 20 minutes before going back for seconds;
chit chat with your relatives, play with the dog, do a jig,
whatever keeps you occupied for a few minutes-you'll
often find that you're not hungry any more!

issues, an award certificate and a complimentary copy of the issue featuring their work!

• Make sure to eat fruits and vegetables and I
guarantee you will feel like a million bucks! This does
not have to be boring! If you have any say in the menu,
suggest chocolate fondue with strawberries and bananas.
Also, raw veggies are yummy with dips or hummus.

Entry Rules: Include a cover letter, parental
permission, tel. no. and the mailing address with
entries. Send your best creations by 1212012007!
Art/Photos: 20 cm x 20 cm or 20" x 20"

N onfictionl Opinion: 20 sentences

• Drink lots of water. Don't wait until you're
thirsty because by then you're dehydrated. Be systematic about it: Drink water when you wake up, with each
meal, and before bed.

Short Stories: 20 words or 20 sentences
Poems: 20 words or 20 lines.

Send to POB 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA

3. GET EXERCISE. In a warm climate, it's pretty
easy to get your daily hour of activity during the winter
holidays. For those in cold climates, here are some ways
to get some exercise without turning into a popsicle:

Or E-mail to: editor@SkippingStones.org
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• Go to the mall. If you don't mind going past
the holiday sales without taking a look, the mall offers a
warm place to walk.

Editor/Publisher: Arun Narayan Toke

• Exercise videos. Invest in a fun exercise video,
whether it be Pilates, kick boxing or dancing. Use it to
exercise with a sibling or a friend and I guarantee that
nothing will make you laugh harder than seeing each
other huff and puff to get through the video.

• Go ice skating!
• Bundle up and go for a walk.. A little fresh air
never hurts anyone! If there's not a blizzard outside and
if the sidewalks aren't icy then it's safe to wa lk outside,
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Winner, the National Assodationfor Multicultural Education,
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if you follow this humble advice, you will most probably
avoid getting the "bah humbugs}) at the end of your vacation,
Have a wondeiful holiday season and an amazing New Year!
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• Check out your local parks. If you live in a
moderately large city, you probably have a park district
that offers affordable and fun activities for the winter.

of our

Nicole Degli Esposti, Beth Erfurth,
Hanna K. Still

Student Reviewers: Haluk Akay, Crystal Carpenter, Stella Tu,
Rachel Kim

• Join an indoor swimming pool or gym.
Most towns have at least one indoor pool where you
can swim; try your local YMCA or some other gyms.
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There's a :Bee--tle in.. :IVIy:Bread!
Did you ever have a hankering for a beetle
burger or some grasshopper soup or maybe a caterpillar salad? Insects can be a little crunchy, but they
are tasty and nutritious. Just make sure you cook
them before you eat them-you wouldn't want
dinner crawling off your plate. I work as a scientist
at a natural history museum where I study arthropods-spiders, insects, and their relatives. I was once
asked by a radio host to talk about entomophagy, or
eating insects. Since I have always been interested in
alternative foods, I readily agreed. Before my
interview, I got some recipes for cooking
insects and fixed some gourmet dishes
with grasshoppers, crickets, and mealworms (immature beetles). Ummm...
ummm were they good!
All over the world, people eat
insects as part of their normal diet.
Here are a few examples:

Mrica
In some areas of East Africa, termites
are considered such a wonderful treat that
people there own termite mounds. Nobody except
the owner is allowed to harvest the tasty termites.
In South African food markets, people can buy
mopanie worms, a kind of caterpillar. If given a
choice between mopanie worms and beef, people
choose the caterpillars.

Americas
Native American cultures regularly harvested
insects as part of their diet. Grasshoppers were
a favorite food. Around the Great Salt Lake in
Utah, the Native American tribes would collect
swarms of grasshoppers that flew over the lake and
drowned. These naturally salted insects were then
either dried or roasted and eaten whole or ground
up for use in making bread.

Asia
Some restaurants in Japan serve dishes of boiled
baby wasps called "hachi-no-ko,'" fried grasshoppers
called "inago" or fried caterpillars called "sangi."
About 500 different species of insects are part
of the diet of people all over the world. The most
commonly eaten insects are grasshoppers, locusts,
crickets, termites, beetle larvae (or worm-like baby
insects), larval and adult bees and wasps, and caterpillars. Humans have been eating insects
for thousands of years. Yet some cultures,
/
particularly cultures of European origin
such as Great Britain, the United States,
Northern Europe and Canada, cannot
imagine including insects in their diet.
In these countries, you would have a
difficult time finding a restaurant with
insects on the menu.
Some cultures find the idea of eating foods like milk, cheese or honey (bee
vomit!) disgusting but will eagerly fry up
the bee itself or roast some termites for a midnight snack. People learn what foods to eat largely
from their family, friends, neighbors or from the
teachings of their church.
Even in cultures that do eat insects, people are
picky about which insects they will eat and will
only include in their diet those species they grew
up eating. They may find the idea of eating other
species, perfectly edible to other cultures, completely disgusting. No matter where in the world you
live, your food bias says more about where
you grew up and who you grew up with
than it does about how edible a particular
food really is.

In Colombia, you can buy a bag of roasted ants
at the movie theater, which is eaten like popcorn.

Australia
Australian aborigines bite the abdomens off of
live honeypot ants, whose bellies are full of a sweet
liquid. The honeypot ants are eaten like candy.
Page 14
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The insects commonly eaten by nonEuropean cultures such as those in Africa,
South America, Australia, and Asia are
actually very nutritious and tasty. Some
beetle grubs, when pan roasted in butter,
have a mild, nutty flavor. Roasted grasshoppers have a slightly fishy taste. Insects
are high in proteins (their bodies are up
to 60% protein), vitamins and minerals,
N av. - Dec..2007

Eating with the Seasons
Think You Don't Eat Insects?
Think Again!
Even people who think eating insects is
a disgusting idea actually do eat insects, or at
least insect parts. Insects are everywhere. They
live in all types of habitats from the soil beneath your feet to the tallest leaves of the tallest
trees and come in all sizes from smaller than
the letter" e" on this page to larger than your
hand. Thousands of different kinds of insects
live and feed on plants, including plants that
humans eat. When crops are harvested, some
insects get harvested, too. And when those
crops are processed for human food, some insects or insect parts get mixed in. It is not possible to keep all insect parts out of our food
without increasing the amount of pesticides
or insect-killing chemicals farmers use on our
crop plants. Increasing the pesticides would
be a lot unhealthier for us than eating a few
insect parts. In fact, the insects actually add a
little extra nutrition to our diet. The United
States Food and Drug Administration actually
allows a certain percentage of insect parts in
our food grains and cereals because they know
that there is no way to completely eliminate all
insect parts from our diet!
-p. C.

Continued from page 14

and low in saturated fats. Too much saturated
fat in your diet can clog your blood vessels and
cause all sorts of health problems. No need to
worry about too much fat when you eat the
ultimate creepy crawly lean cuisine.
Insects are, in fact, a healthy and tasty
alternative food. So next time your parents
ask you what you want for lunch, tell
them you'd like some beetle bread
with roasted crickets on top and
chocolate covered grasshoppers for dessert. Tickle
your taste buds with some
six-legged snacks.

*

-Paula E. Cushing,
Ph.D, Colorado.
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One of the clearest memories I have of growing up
in Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong is of Mama taking
me with her to the food markets everyday. I'd drag my
feet along while Mama walked briskly for several hours
from one market to the next, comparing selections and
picking out the freshest vegetables, fruits, fish, and meats
to take home for dinner that night. Mama usually didn't
have a plan for what to cook. Her inspirations came from
the knowledge of food that she'd learned from her mother
and whatever was available that day-which meant that
our meals were always prepared with care, with the freshest foods of the season.
Sometimes I'd be tired of following Mama to the markets, but as I look back, I understand why she insisted on
her daily expeditions. They allowed us to appreciate the
foods we ate, to connect with the seasonal changes and
to the earth that nourished our bodies and souls. I now
live in Oregon, away from my family-yet still, everyday,
I select and cook with the freshest ingredients that I can
find in my city,just as Mama did.
Warm sweet potato and ginger soup was my
Grandma's favorite dessert. It's commonly eaten in Hong
Kong to cleanse the palate and help digestion after a full
meal, and especially popular in cold weather. This might
seem like a broth, but desserts in the Chinese cuisine are
healthy tonics made of simple ingredients with medicinal
properties. Sweet potatoes are full of beta-carotene that
helps fight infections in the winter. Ginger warms our
bodies and helps us digest, and brown sugar removes toxins. Give it a try during this Holiday Season!

Warm Sweet Potato & Ginger Soup (serves 4)
You will need: 3 cups boiling water
1 medium sweet potato
4 or 5 slices peeled fresh ginger
Brown sugar to taste
This dessert couldn't be simpler
to make--and healthier. Just peel the
potato and cut into bite-size pieces,
then toss them with the ginger slices
into boiling water. Sit back and relax while
the soup simmers, until the potatoes become soft.
You can add brown sugar to your liking, but I like
the natural sweetness of the potatoes. We usually
used "Asian" sweet potatoes with orange flesh and
reddish-brown skin, but feel free to use whatever
.
. . .
.
...',
vanety IS III season III your communIty. '.'
-Mari Mizobe, Eugene, Oregon.
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A Road So Close to Home
We moved along the widening canal, glimpsing the
occasional idle duck contentedly lounging in the algae,
drinking in the summer air, tasting the fresh breeze.
The sunlight shimmered through the leaves, casting
playful reflections in the blue-tinted pools.
Finally nearing the Belvedere, we had only the
bony remains of a bridge as our last obstacle.
Fear and excitement mounted and knotted
inside me as I watched Papa balance the
bike and tiptoe the wood plank like a
trapeze artist. Then Mama, then mefree and unburdened, careful but sure.
Down to the sunlit lake, its
edges red with clay. We found a
spot amongst the others who sat
and swam, and emptied the carefully
wrapped sandwiches and tea onto
the fragrant grass. We rested, allowing
the fatigue of the journey to seep out
of our bodies, letting the cool waters
mend our tired limbs and refresh our
spirits. It was a different time. We were
together. We were whole.

*

-Ilona V IdUs, Washington.

L~yper

Ilona writes:

Don't talk about my people!
When my mom say that she's gong to help me
with my homework,
She does it!
When my uncle says that he's going to give me
money for the store,
He does it!
When I wanted that doll my mom gave it to me,
even though I was too old for it.
I love my people. So
.
Don't tell me they're mean,
That's who you are!
Don't tell me I'm American.
I'm African first.
That's who I am.
I have love for my people.
-Beatrice Abandy, 13, Illinois.
Page 16

"] came to America a mere six years ago, and
that one transcontinental flight has changed my life
irreversibly for better and for worse. Now every
day's a struggle to preserve my Russian roots and
establish myself in the ashes of all my parents have
sacrificed. Language and art are my passion-pieces
that form my eternal quest for knowledge. My aspirations are countless and sometimes I worry that
will be the end of me. I live to laugh and laugh to
live, forever striving for self-improvement.

Only a few years after our arrival, my parents'
marriage withered and ended in a messy divorce
that changed me in ways I don't care to mention. So I've come to treasure the memories of my
short-lived childhood. This vignette is a testament
and tribute to that better time. Set in the heart of
Petergof, Russia, I recount a warm summer day, the
power and beauty of which awes me to this day. "
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I Ant Leng Fang
I am Hmong.
And let's take it back to the past.
My ancestors. My people. My village.
In the jungles. In the wilds.
In Thailand. In Laos. In the Vietnam War.
Danger roars.
Leaving our place. Leaving our homes. The place
that holds our happiness and our memories.
Communists taking our lives.
Locked behind bars. With all these scars.
Children crying. Mothers praying. Fathers dying, nobody
left to fill their shoes. Families starving. Hmongs
struggled and got treated like fools. Hmong blood
spills. All over the rice fields.
Cries. Pain tears. Heart aches. Sacrifice. Others die
and we have to leave them behind. But they'll always be on
our minds.
Struggles. Hardships. Death and torture. But through the
rain and pain,
We Hmongs from the mountains made it through.
Crossed over the Mekong River. Over and out. The future.
We, one another, die but remember to keep your chin high
cause our Hmong people died with pride.
Just remember. I am Leng Fang. And that our
Hmong peoples died with pride.
-Leng Fang, Hmong, grade 5, Minnesota.
Art by Mai Yang Her, Hmong, grade 5, Wisconsin.

A Bit of Hmong History: Many Hmongs in Laos fought against the communist-nationalist political
movement called Pathet Lao. When Pathet Lao won power, the Hmongs became targets for violence and persecution. Starting in 1975, thousands of Hmongs tried to escape from Laos by crossing the Mekong River into
Thailand, where there were refugee camps. Many died trying. From there, some came to the United States as refugees. Even now, Hmongs continue to flee from Laos to Thailand, and to come to the U.S. as refugees. Today, about
275,000 Hmongs live in the United States. To learn more about the Hmong, check out www.hmongcenter.org.
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When A Bad Heart Stops Beating
to mine. On the way, I hear shouting and
honking and fireworks, smell sulfur and a
heavy, tarry stench. Tires burning. At our
house, people are filing through the door. Our
next-door neighbors bring in a big covered
pot. One of Papa's band mates carries a bass
guitar and an amp.

"Ramon, Alex! The General's
dead!" Ramon's mother shouts. My
friend is so lost in video game mayhem
that he doesn't notice her standing at
the door to his room.
I nudge him. "You hear? No more
Pinochet! "

My abuelo is 1ll the kitchen, but he
doesn't want to stay either. He's asking Papa
to give him a ride to the radio station, where
he's the news director. Papa says the weekend
news director can handle the story and will be
mad if my grandfather tries to take it away.

Ramon pauses the game. "How'd
he die?"
"Heart attack," she answers.
"Really!" Ramon hugs his mother.
Two other friends, Marlon and Beto,
wave from the hall. "Big celebration in
the plazaVamonos," Marlon says.

"Besides, you need your rest," Mama adds.

I speed-dial home on my cellphone. Mama answers.

"I got an idea," I say. "I'll go to the plaza
with my friends and Abuelo Nino can interview us."

"I heard the news," I tell her. ''I'm going with my

friends."
"No, you're not.You're coming home."
"Why?" I wish I hadn't called her but simply left
with Ramon, Marlon and Beto.
"You need to be here for your grandfather."
"Ramon's mother let him go."
"You don't live with Ramon's family. Or Marlon's
or Beto's."
My friends and I were born in Chile after the
Pinochet dictatorship ended, but sixteen years later we
still live in its shadow. Marlon never knew his grandfathers, one of them was killed just after the military
coup and the other, a year later. Half of Ramon's family
fled to Sweden and stayed there. Abuelo Nino, Papa's
father, spent six years in prison for publishing a newspaper.

"He did it when we had the school strike." Last
May, all the students walked out to make the government give us more money for school supplies and
smaller classes. My friends and I were the leaders at our
school, and Abuelo Nino broadcast several stories about

•••••• •••••• ••• ••••••
• International Human Rights Day
•
•
United Nations has declared December
•• 10thThe
as the International Human Rights Day

•
•
•

••

•

"My mother didn't want me out either," Beto says.
"She says it's wrong to celebrate the death of anyone,
no matter how bad a person they were."
"There are exceptions." Ramon cuts in.
Beto shrugs. "Anyway, she can't stop me. And you,
A! ex.?"
I glance from face to face, my crew expecting me
not to wimp out. I clench my sweaty fists, buried deep
in the pockets of my baggy shorts. ''I'll meet you there."
I sprint the four long blocks from Ramon's house

•
•

•
• to remember the rights that each person has as •
• a human being-rights that must not be taken •
• away by any group or government.
•

•
•
•

•

I snap the phone shut. "I can't go, guys."
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"No!" Mama and Papa shout in unison.

••
•
•

•
••

•
•
•
•
••

These rights are listed in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, approved by all
the countries that belong to the United Nations.
Article I reads, "All human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act
towards one another in a spirit of brotherhood."
The declaration guarantees each person's right
to life, liberty, and security. Among the 30 articles
are ones that condemn genocide; discrimination
based on race, religion, nationality, gender, or
political beliefs; slavery; torture; arbitrary arrest;
and forced exile. Those who violate these rules
can be put on trial by an international court, or
by courts in individual countries.
-LML

•
•
•
•

•

••
•
•

•
••
•
•
•
•
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us, which made us super-cool.

•

"That was different, m'ijo," Papa says. "Tonight we stay
together." He takes off his glasses and rubs his eyes with
the back of his hand, as if the smoke from the fireworks
and tires stung his eyes.

•
•
•
•
•
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
:
•
••
:

My other grandparents arrive with a cake. My father
goes outside with his band to set up. The kitchen fills up
with people.
Abuelo Nino slumps at the table, his head in his hands
and his eyes squeezed shut. "This isn't what I'd call rest," he
mumbles.
"Let's get out of here." I grab his hand and help him to
his feet. He limps outside after me, left foot dragging. I flip
open my phone. "I can call a friend to drive us."
He leans against my father's pickup truck. "I don't
know, Alex. I'm tired."
Bob Marley's "Redemption Song" rises from the back
yard, Papa's band warming up. If I stay home, I'll be
stuck with a bunch of old people and los mocosos-my
younger brothers, sister, and cousins-missing all the fun
on the street with my friends. "Come on, I'll get your tape
recorder."
Abuelo Nino sighs. "We never got to put Pinochet on
trial for what he did."
I nod. He's right, but if anybody could find a way to
be sad at a happy time, it's my grandfather. When I was
four, I realized that my abuelo isn't like other grandfathers.
His left arm and leg are weak and clumsy from beatings to
his head in prison, he lost his sight in one eye, and more
than twenty years later he still wakes up screaming in the
middle of the night. Some bad people hurt him before you
were born, Papa and Mama said to me then, and they tell
my brothers and sister the same now that it's their turn to
notice these things.
And it's our job to make sure bad people never get the
power to hurt anyone else again, Abuelo Nino would say.
Abuelo Nino gazes into my face. Behind his glasses
his watery eyes reflect the late afternoon sun. Papa's band
segues into another Marley tune, and in the distance, sirens
join the fireworks and honking.
I rest my hand on my grandfather's shoulder, knowing
what I need to do. ''I'll stay here if you want to talk."
It's the first time today I've seen him smile. "You can
help me write my editorial, too," he says.
I boost him up to the bed of my father's truck, where
no one will think to look for us, and go inside for his
Nov. - Dec. 2007
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On Dec. 10th, the International •
•
Human Rights Day in 2006, Chile's former •
dictator, Augusto Pinochet, died. From 1973 to •
•
1990, his government was responsible for killing •
at least 3,200 people. Another 30,000 were tor- :
tured. One out of 10 Chileans left the country •
because they were forced into exile, feared for :
their safety, or could not make a living. Despite •
years of effort, he was never put on trial for his :
actions. Declassified documents suggest that U.S. •
officials helped to carry out the 1973 coup that :
brought Pinochet to power and for years after- •
ward remained silent about the regime's crimes ••
against humanity.
-LML :
• • • • ••••• •• ••• ••••••• •• • ••••
notebook ·and pen. Then I dial Ramon's cellphone,
tell the guys I have things to do, but they can come
hear Papa's band play if they don't get themselves
arrested first for burning tires in the street. >:~
-Lyn Miller-Lachman, editor of Multicultural
Review, New York. She has written many books, including a recent political novel, Dirt Cheap, and also edited
an anthology of short fiction by Latino authors, Once
Upon a Cuento, both published by the Curbstone Press.

* * * * * Perspective

*****

Books don't die, and people don't either.
A never-ending ripple effect of our words and
touches and songs
sings out to the world never-ending.
Everybody affects everybody else, in the future
and the present
and how to perceive the past.
Love, perhaps, is about perception
and attitude.
Perception is everythingchildren a good perspective,
and nothing else is for want.
What becomes difficult is keeping those childish
thoughts in our heads for long
else we'll become adults-most do.
Those who don't, those who understand
they're hailed as prodigies, wise old men,
when their wisdom comes not from age, but
from the perspective of their youth.
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-Katie Simon, 13, Massachusetts.
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Poetry Pages
The Blindness of Love and Death

Garden of Many Colors

Love is blind
Death is blind
You will never see it
Until you are in it
Love is near you
Death is around you
Love will come when you are ready
Death will happen when it's time
Now you know
Love and death are blind

Oh, my Garden of many colors
you are so pretty with your light
it's a matter of time when you are one
through the freezing winter your seed lay a-fright
it's really quite sad
but, in spring you will sprout without fright
it may be in day or it may be in night
to some it will matter to others not
but, whatever happens,
you will be back.
-Nate Pappalardo, 8, Massachusetts.
Art: Cole Riddle, 14, Oregon.

-Zakariya Dihyem, 17, New York.

The Boy

My Horne
My head is throbbing
There is a knot forming in my stomach.
My throat hurts from yelling sarcastic remarks.
I know where I must go.
I run outside as fast as I can,
Slamming the front door as I go,
Locking the angry emotions inside.
I run as fast as I can to the high school.
I go into the back door,
And then, I smell it,
My favorite smell,
The smell of cWorine.
I run into the locker room,
Enjoying every bit of the bumpy, light green floor.
I unlock my locker, number 18, my lucky number,
I throw my cap and goggles on my head,
And rush out onto the once white tiled pool deck.
I dive into the icy water,
And off I go.
I race as if there's no tomorrow.
When I finally stop to rest,
I hear the small splash of arms hitting t~e unstill water.
Here, I am at ease.
Here, I am home.
-Sammi Rutter, 13, Pennsylvania.

He was only three.
His fingers ached from pain.
His stomach was very sore from
Having the needles inserted.
His toes were torn from being cut
many times.
He didn't understand the pain or
the needles.
He didn't understand why his
parents did this to him.
He hid behind the sofa.
To get away from it all.
They always found him.
He now understands
If you don't take care of yourself
It can kill you.
But silently.
It is not a person and
It is not his fault.
It is a disease.
It is called diabetes.
He was only three and
That boy was me.
-Zachary Iriplett, 11, North Carolina.

"Live as
Learn as

if you were to die tomorrow.
if you were to live forever. "

-Mahatma Gandhi (1869-1948)
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A Poem
Written on a Cold, Cold Night

...

.r:.• • • • • • • • • • • • • •.,.

I hope you do not think it crime,
If tonight, I write my thought in rhyme.
For I, like Elliot and Frost,
Find it easier to get across,
A notion through poem absurd,
Rather than write it word for word.
And as a labor thus to write,
A poem on this cold, cold night,
I pause a beat to reminisce,
Of all the things in life I miss.
Like friends and family long, long gone,
Whose names sound off in a sad, sad song.

Poetry Pages
•
•
••
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•
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•

Art: Paula Gregovich.

But I know they're in a better place,
They finished first on life's long race.
Because they met the Lord their God,
While their feet traversed this sad,
Upon which I now stand and write,
A poem on this cold, cold night.

•
•
•
•

Soul mapping

•
•
••

Out on this adventure to win
When everything you've lost

is everything you've gained
•
You'll know that losing your direction •
is the only way of attaining location •
in a universe where maps fail.

•

-Kelton Minor, 16, Colorado.
Kelton writes: "This poem is my life
motto, the essence if my individuality
and continued faith in life. JJ

.a:.• • • • • • • • •

.:..

•••••

What's the use of talking,

If no one listens?

-Taylor Gutschow, 16, Michigan.

What's the use of writing,

If no one reads?
What's the use of talent.

If...
If you could change the world,
how would you do it?
If you could relive one day,
which one would you choose?
If you could erase
an action you committed,
would you do it?
If you could make a difference,
how would you do it?
If you could learn something new,
what would you learn?
If you could discover a cure,
what cure would you discover?
If you had the option to change a life,
would you do it?
I would.
-Allie Marshall, 12, Pennsylvania.
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If no one shares?
What's the use of the valiant,

If no one gets saved?
What's the use of seeing,

If you never look through
different perspectives?
What's the use of being,
Art: Christine Esposti

If you never make a difference?

-Tarini Chandak, 14, Ontario, Canada.
"I was born in Manama, Bahrain. 1 love to read, write,
debate, be involved in social issues, volunteer, study, learn, listen to
music, watch television and movies and be social with friends.
My family inspires me. The ups and downs have taught me,
angered me and they may not believe it, but made me want to be
a better person. My mother, a single mother, has learned to stand
on her own two feet and taught me and my sister to do the same.
My sister, possibly the greatest idol to have, (she shall scc!ff at me
for writing this) has taught me so much. JJ
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(j(un, (j(un, (j(un,

woman boomed into the megaphone.
Everyone was walking toward the
starting line, so I had to scoot, too.
Katie and I chatted as we climbed up a
hill to a field the size of a football stadium. I remembered the course from
last year, the first year I raced. I walked
down another hill, along a path, up
a~d down a muddy hill, then to the
finish line. Katie drifted away. I ran
into Olivia.

"Alright, everyone, let's go run!"
Ms. Larson, the gym teacher announced
to the sixty-something kids going to
the cross country meet.
Fifth-through-eighth-grade girls
and boys could compete, so the meet
attracts a crowd of runners. One bonus
was a day off from school, hanging out
with friends. The course was a mile
long.
I jumped up, following Ms. Larson
and Ms. Stiller, the gym teachers, to the
bus taking us to Larz Anderson Park,
where we would run. I found a seat
next to my best friend, Olivia.

''I'm so nervous!" I yelled above
the other kids' voices. "Are you?"
"Kind-of, but I'm glad the meet
wasn't postponed again-I want to get
it over with."

"So, ya think you'll do better this year?" I asked.
"Urnmmrnrnm... well, I think I was lucky last year
when I got eighth place, so probably not. How 'bout
you?" Olivia questioned.
"I might do a little better," I said. ''I'm hoping I'll
get around seventeenth or eighteenth place."
"Yeah," she agreed, "I think we'll both do well."
The bus lurched over a speed bump and turned
into a parking lot.
I hopped off the bus and walked over to a fence.
Dropping my bag near a tree, I looked around for my
friend Katie, who had just switched to another school
and was coming to the race. I couldn't find her, so I
started talking to a group of girls I knew.
A boy from another class passed by holding a bottle
of green hair spray. Green is our school color. I asked
him, "Will you spray my hair?"
He grunted, shook the bottle and pushed the button on top. My hair changed from plain old blonde to
plain old blonde with green streaks running through it.
A woman started talking into a megaphone. "Hello,
boys and girls. Welcome to the annual Larz Anderson
cross-country meet! Today's races will begin with fifthgrade girls and end with eighth-grade boys ... "
I looked around for my friend Katie again. Seeing
her, I ran over. "Hi, Katie!"
She looked up, surprised and replied, "Hey, Clara!"
" ... Okay, let's walk around the course!" the
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The meet had been postponed a few times due to
rain, rain and more rain.
"Anyway, have you found Katie yet?"
"Uh-huh, she's over-"
The woman yelled into the megaphone, "All right,
c'mon FIFTH-GRADE GIRLS!"
A moment later, sixty-seven girls were lined up at
the starting line. A man yelled, "Ready, SET ... " and
shot a popgun, drowning out the "GO!"
A girl from Pierce-my school-was in the lead,
running much too fast. Half the Piercers were yelling,
"PIERCE-PIERCE-PIERCE ... " while the other
half, along with me, were screaming, "SLOW DOWN!
SLOW DOWN!" and telling her to save her energy.
The girls turned a corner and were gone. Olivia
and I raced to the finish line to cheer them on when
they passed. Katie came over to cheer on her school's
kids, and the three of us chatted while we waited for
them. Ten minutes later, when the sixty-seven girls ran
by, I had yelled myself hoarse.
The same thing happened with the fifth-grade
boys. As the last fifth-grader passed the finish line, I
got the big, bad butterflies in my stomach. I knew
the woman was about to shout, "SIXTH-GRADE
GIRLS!" and then I'd have to ... uh-oh.The click of the
megaphone and ... "SIXTH-GRADE GIRLS, TO THE
STARTING LINE!"
In a trance, I walked over to the white line spray-
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painted in the grass and found a spot.

Hockey

"Ready ... "
Gulp!

You wake up for early morn-

"SET ... "
Uh-oh!
"GO!"
I was off. Slowly but steadily. I ran over the first field. Feeling selfconscious, I sped up a little turning a corner.
Running around the next field was easy, as was running down the
hill to the path around the pond. However, when I got to the muddy
hill, I started panting. Up the hill ... down the hill ... along another
path ("Go, Clara!") ... and toward the finish line.
It was straight ahead ofme ... so close, yet so far. .. easy, Clara, easy,
girl. ..
I sped up a little when I felt a girl trying to get ahead of me. Slap!
Slap! Slap! Went my muddy shoes as I got closer and closer to the
end of the race. Ten more slaps! Nine more slaps ... eight, seven, six,
five, four, three, two, and ONE! I had finished the race!
I reached the woman who was passing out slips of paper with our
places on them. Last year, in fifth grade, she had disappointed me: I
got twenty-seventh place. This year, I was hoping for something better, maybe seventeenth or eighteenth.
The slip the woman handed me looked blank. Two by three
inches of dead, processed tree. I turned it over.
Angels started to sing as I looked down at the number scribbled
in blue ballpoint pen. I, Clara LaPlante
Dorfinan, had gotten thirteenth place!
"So, what'd you get?" my younger sister Emily asked me as we walked home.

You love the high intensity in the
locker room before games. You love
the adrenaline rush you get when you
step on the ice. You love the feeling
of accomplishment when you score a
goal. You love winning.You hate losing, but you know it happens.
You love the pep talks, the tournaments. You love the good feeling of getting an assist. You love the
amount of focus of your teammates
before games. You love the running,
the stretching, the jumping jacks. You
love going on long car rides to play
one game. You love getting stared at
by your opponent.
You love knowing that when you
put on that jersey, you are in your
zone and no one can get in the way
of that. You love how your team celebrates every goal with a group hug.

"Guess," I told her.
"Twenty-first place?" she guessed.
"Lower," I said.
"Seventeenth?"
"Still lower! "
"Thirteenth place-pfff, like that's gonna happen!" she teased.
"Yes!" I said excitedly.
"Oh, really? Cool. But on my first year running, I'm gonna get
first place!" Emily announced.
Pfff, like that's gonna happen! >:<

-Clara Doifman, 11, Massachusetts.
"Running is something I'm proud of and want to get better at. This
story shows that you can get faster if you try. To prepare for the race, I ran
five times around afield for five days in a row. Since last year, I improved
my position from 27th to 13th place.})
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ing practices on weekends. You're
out at late night practices during the
week. But you don't care what time
the practices and games are. You're
in love with the game. You're in love
with the team you play it with.You're
grateful for the coaches that teach
you how to play the game, although
you get furious at them during practices.
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You love congratulating your
goalie after a good save. You love the
fact that when you step on the ice,
everything else fades away. You love
the anticipation before
the referee drops the
puck. You love being a
hockey player. >:<

-Mikaela Simon,
eighth-grader, Wisconsin.
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Change of Heart, Change of Soul
I am aJew. Although

I'm not an exceptionally
religious Jew-not at all, actually-I like to boast
that I'm culturally Jewish. Besides my characteristically protruding nose, within me there has always been
a sense of my Jewish culture and heritage.
I was never bat-mitzvahed (the ceremony that
recognizes and initiates a girl as an adult). I rarely go
to synagogue. Some would brand me a "bad Jew,"
but I'm a Jew in my own way.
I always loathed going to temple. I thought
it was the most boring experience I ever had to
endure. Every time I entered a synagogue, I exited
with nothing more than a sore bottom, a numb
mind, and legs as stiff as icicles. So my parents threw
up their hands early on and quit trying to force me;
I was gleefully satisfied that I had finally won. Over
the past few years, however, as I've matured into
a young adult, I've begun to realize that I might
unearth something meaningful in the spiritual part of
my religion, not just the food, drink and company.
This past Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur (the
High Holidays of the Jewish religion), I went to the
synagogue only once, on the last day of the holiday.
I hadn't been to the synagogue in over a year. My
mother pleaded with me to accompany her, and I
decided that it wouldn't pain me too much to go.
I showered, dressed, preened, and adorned myself
with my Star of David, and hopped into the car with
my mother. The synagogue was just up the hill, and
after parking we strolled through the temple's grand
archways with our arms wound around each other.
As I entered, I noted familiar faces. The number
of people I was acquainted with within the Jewish
community astounded me-outside of the synagogue, I was as much a part of this community as
a pea in a pod. Yet over the course of my life I had
missed so much temple going that I felt out of place
like a big, red pomegranate lying in a bed of lemons.
My mother and I were handed prayer books
as we walked into the colossal main room, which
boomed with the voices of the rabbi and the cantor.
I suddenly felt as if I had entered that old movie, The
Ten Commandments. We found seats among the rows
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of yarmulkas (small round caps worn by Jewish men)
and talits (Jewish prayer shawls) and opened our
prayer books, left to right.
The rabbi's spoken Hebrew soared over my head
like a flock of birds and, of course, I wasn't able to
read the curling letters that laughed at me as I stared
at the page. I could only endeavor to decipher the
phonetic translations at the bottom of the page in an
attempt to appear learned in the throaty language.
Even the letters laughed-I was that bad. I glanced
back and forth from the open book in my hands
to my mother and my friend's father who sat near
me, then to my cousin and uncle and a few family
friends, all the while stumbling along as I chased the
eerie melodies that came from this mass of people.
Much of a Jewish service is carried out in song.
There's something about those Jewish melodies that
haunts me. It doesn't matter that every voice is in a
different key; it doesn't matter that some know the
songs and others don't; it doesn't matter that most
of the people are not professional singers. None of it
matters-the music is beautiful. And because of this,
I cried. Sitting there, in a sea ofJews, on the Day of
Atonement, I cried.
I did not cry out ofjoy or out of sorrow-I was
moved. As if each voice were a rock being dropped
into a pond, ripples of sound collided with me from
all angles. The music rattled my bones-not in a
way that scared me, but rather in a way that I sensed
so deep in my heart and soul that it brought me to
tears.
As I sat there in the synagogue so filled with
human vibrations, I felt a desire to have more of this,
to become part of this community. I looked at my
mother and said, "I think we should start coming to
Shabbat. *"
-Ionie Bernstein, 17, California.
"Both my parents are Jewish, but my mother was born
and raised in Mexico City. Thus, both the Jewish and
Mexican cultures reside within me. I am currently applying
to colleges on the East and vv£st Coasts, and hope to study
some combination of biology, literature, and music.
* A weekly day of rest and spiritual enrichment. ¢
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Both Faith and Reason
"Hey, D4d, lool{ 4t these!"
"Wait till I get my coat off and set my lunch
box down."
"They're really neat!"
When Dad came into the kitchen, I showed
him my book with pictures of trilobite fossils and
dinosaur bones.
He scowled. Why was he scowling?
I thought he'd be pleased. I'd finally found
something at school that interested me.
Huffing and puffing, he grabbed the book from
my hands and threw it down on the table. "It's all
of the devil!" he shouted.
Later he apologized, explaining why we didn't
believe in evolution, saying something about the
Bible and Jesus being the second Adam. I believed
in the Bible and Jesus, yet I was also interested
in nature. I knew that we believed humans were
unique, with a soul from God, but wasn't God the
creator of all life, including trilobites and dinosaurs?
Dad explained that those who put their trust in
science alone might never find Jesus, and their lives
weren't enriched by the moral guidance that only
God could provide.
Trusting in God was such a powerful experience that I could understand why my family chose
faith over evolution. Yet I didn't see them as mutually exclusive and I was curious.
Two kids and I collected and traded rocks all
through elementary school. Each spring the rock
show came to our armory, and we'd spend the
whole weekend there, oohing and ahhing. I liked
the crystals best: purple amethyst and amber topaz,
black garnet and red beryl, and metallic golden
cubes of iron pyrite. Prospectors used to mistake
iron pyrite for gold, so they nicknamed it "fool's
gold."Whenever I'd hike up to the waterfall, others
called the shiny flakes in the flat rocks "fool's gold,"
but it was really mica.
Larry's dad took him to Crystal Peak once and
he came home with enough crystals to cover the
bottom of a shoebox! I'd have loved going rock
hunting, not for gold, but to have found some
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iron pyrite or quartz crystals. I begged Dad to take
me, but he was always too busy. Besides, the best
rock hunting places were two hundred miles away.
Still, it would have been great fun, finding the big
showy crystals out in the hills!
Larry liked the cut and polished rocks best,
which were often made into jewelry. Steve liked
the geodes best. They had more money than I did
to spend at the rock shows, but it turned out okay.
One day, while I was admiring the pieces of petrified wood in a neighbor's yard, Mr. Crockett came
out to talk with me. It turned out that he was a
genuine rock hound! After that I'd stop by occasionally, and he'd tell me stories about rock hunting
and give me a few rocks from his latest field trip.
Then I'd trade them for some of Larry's and Steve's.
After elementary school, the other guys lost interest
in rocks and minerals, but I never did.
The next day in science class, a girl asked, "Why
can't we study creation along with evolution?"
"Yeah, why couldn't you present both views
and then let us choose for ourselves?" a boy added.
I guess I wasn't the only one whose parents had
disagreed with what we were learning in school.
''I'm disappointed in all of youl You're my better students, and we've gone over what science is in
class."
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A Season for Nonviolence by Rabbi Shevach Lambert
Violence does not begin
when the fists flail, or when the bullets
fly, or when the bombs fall. These are
only the bitter fruits of seeds sown earlier in the fertile ground of hurt, anger,
rejection and frustration, when declaration has replaced dialogue, when pride
triumphs over humility, and when desire
for control overcomes desire for connection.
Violence is the answer of those who
admit that they have no ideas and no
solutions for resolving conflicts.
Nonviolence is not passivity. It is
not acquiescence to hurtful behavior.
Nonviolence is a proactive attempt
to address the hurt that produces the
behavior. It is a realization that all parties to a conflict possess a share of the
truth, and that the goal is not to have
one truth triumph over another, but
rather that each truth illuminate the
other. For that reason, nonviolence

looks for safe ways to express anger
and other emotions, and works
at solving problems peacefully by
encouraging an open system of
communication in all endeavors.
Perhaps, the most damaging violence is caused not by bombs and
bullets, but by uncaring criticisms,
impulsive remarks, hateful words,
physical and emotional attacks and
actions that dehumanize others.
The need for a deeper sense of
connection has never been greater.
It is our hope that we will deepen our respect for each other and
for the inter-connectedness of life,
understand the hurt that lies behind
hurtful behavior, and lead us to
acceptance, appreciation, and celebration of who we are when we
live, not in opposition, but in connection with each other.

*

Pledge of
Nonviolence

* Respect ourselves
and others; resist selfdistructive actions.

* Communicate with
honesty and respect.

* Listen carefully to
understand what's
being communicated.

* Forgive others and
ourselves. To make
amends with others.

* Respect nature and
the environment.
* Avoid social activities
that make violence
seem entertaining.

* Act courageously to
challenge violence in
all its forms.

Both Faith and Reason continued. ..
I couldn't help myself. "What do you mean?" I asked.
After referring to the history of science and the development of the scientific method, which we'd already studied, the
teacher said, "Don't you get it-science has rules!"
He went on to explain that we lived in an orderly universe,
governed by laws, and that science was a way to understand
these laws. First, we observe carefully, then we make educated
guesses, and then we test our hypotheses. That was science, not
believing in some fairy stories. And the results were repeatable. Provable and repeatable, that was science. Each generation
built upon the discoveries of those who had gone before. In
other words, we didn't have to reinvent the wheel. Science was
an ever-increasing body of knowledge. We accepted what was
already known and then went on from there.
Yet, living in an orderly universe didn't disprove the existence of God! Actually it was strong evidence for the existence
of a creator, otherwise there would be chaos rather than order.
Most grown-ups weren't so one-dimensional. I wanted both
faith and reason, not one or the other. >:<
--jim Barney, Utah.
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Stained Glass
A work of art,
filled with many colors.
In holy places,
With holy faces,
And people who are unknown.
A work of wisdom,
Filled with much thought,
On sacred walls,
On painted halls,
And places that aren't shown
A work of life,
Filled with kind words
With various shapes,
Seen through many drapes,
Of places that are known.
-Bryan Watt, 14, Pennsylvania.
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The aroma of delicious, mouth-watering South Asian and Middle
Eastern cooking filled my insides as I walked down the long, cold
stairway towards the kitchen on my grandparent's first floor.
As I entered through the open oak doorways looking into the
living room and kitchen I wasn't the least bit surprised to find my
uncles, grand-uncles, brother, sister, cousins, aunts, grandparents, and
some neighbors all there. The younger children sat at the dinner
table whining about when dinner would be served, while the adults
were busy arranging everything perfectly and putting dates and
water on the tables which would break the day long fast.

\

The overpowering sense of family and unity was staggering.
Everyone was talking about everything from current events to what we
were going to wear for one of the biggest holidays of the year, Eid-al-Fitr,
celebrating the end of Ramadan.

This is a typical scene at my home in Pakistan during the month of Ramadan. For more than
a billion Muslims around the world, Ramadan is a "month of blessing " marked by prayer, fasting, md
charity. It is a time to reflect on what most people take for granted-our home, our family, and the food
on our table that we are grateful to have when millions of people are dying of malnutrition and hunger.
When visiting my family in Pakistan, a few
years ago, I was lucky to experience first hand what
this sacred month is like to people in predominantly Muslim countries. It's inspiring, festive and
lively-a unique aura much different than everyday
life. Shops stay open late in the evening, often until
midnight or later and it seems as if the city lives
more during the starry nights than during the day.
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-Arun N. Toke, Editor and Publisher

It's only when I came back home to the U.S.
that I really sat down and reflected on what I had
experienced by traveling half way across the world
through Paris and Dubai, UAB and a total 22 hours
just on the planes. "It. wasn't so bad," I remember
saying to myself. "I made it and I'm still myselC'
What I had not thought about was how much I
had changed. As someone grows older their perspective on their surroundings alters as did mine when
I experienced poverty, hunger, and the strength of
unity through older, more understanding eyes. Mter
those 30 days, I sat in the yellow taxi headed through
the clean streets and refreshing air of Bellevue,
Washington, knowing that I had overcome the challenges Ramadan posed and realizing the gratitude for
living a comfortable life without the worry of my
next meal that had sparked within me.

*

-Misbah Uraizee, grade 10, Washington, adds:
"I believe that only with a wider understanding of the
world and values around us can we truly learn about who
we are as people. I consider myself tremendously fortunate to
have traveled to over eighteen countries (recently, Thailand,
Taiwan and France) and have resided in Pakistan, Singapore,
Malaysia, Sweden, England and Ireland. For me, it's important
to enjoy what you do best and always aim for the highest level
of achievement. With hard work and determination, I believe
anyone can reach their.final destination.
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A Dream Come True!
Have you ever had
the opportunity to get to
know people from a different country? In July, I met a
group of high school students
from Bahrain that traveled to
the United States through an
exchange program of Mobility International.
Mobility International encourages disabled
people to travel and learn about human rights. The
eighteen students I met came from Bahrain, a small
island country in the Persian Gulf. In Bahrain,
the native language is Arabic. The
group included four deaf, two
blind and a couple of little people
who traveled with two sign language interpreters and a translator.
Each student was individually paired with a host family so
they would be immersed into the
American culture. Despite the fear
that must overwhelm someone when in a situation where one may be alone and not fluent in the
language, they were all excited to be in the United
States and have such a wonderful opportunity to
travel and learn about a different culture.
I was able to get to know Mona, 17 (top photo),
who spoke fluent English, and a lS-year-old boy
named Yosuf (in the center), who was deaf. They told
me of their lives in Bahrain and how different they
are from our lives in the United States.
Some of the simplest things in our lives were
the most difficult for them to adjust to. Most of
the students were not fond of American food and
eating customs. In Bahrain, the biggest meal of the
day is lunch, while here it is dinner. They eat a lot
of rice, fish, chicken and shrimp.
The students were cold on our 80°F days,
because in Bahrain it is normal during the summer
to be around 117°F and very humid.

hanging out with his friends at the mall or playing
sports. However, teenagers cannot drive until they
are 18 and the government is trying to raise the
age to 21.
High school in Bahrain is three years long
and students have to know what they want to do
because education becomes much more focused in
high school. The school year begins in September
and ends in June. However, they start at 7:30 in the
morning and get out a 1:30.Yosuf said that disabled
students have separate schools and are separated
from everyday society.
Yosuf's favorite part of the trip
was learning about American Sign
Language and how deaf people are
treated in America.
Both students noted that in
Bahrain, disabled people are not as
accepted as they are in the United
States. Mona told me that her disabled friends cannot get around
easily in Bahrain because there are no ramps for
people with wheelchairs, signs with brail or special crosswalks to help the blind. "The disabled are
looked down upon. People make comments about
them when they pass on the streets," she said. "But
here in America, nobody stares or points."
The group toured the local Human Rights
Center and learned about our procedures and
community involvement. They believe the information they learned will be able to help the next
generation improve the Human Rights Centers in
Bahrain.
The group was able to experience many new
things during their trip. They went camping, saw
snow, rafted down a river, visited a university and
completed an obstacle course for the first time.
"This trip taught us all that nothing is impossible," Mona said.

Family life is also very different. Mona said that
it is normal for the entire family to gather at the
grandparent's houses during the weekends.

She spoke with such interest and devotion. "I
had to pinch myself when I got here. Just to make
sure it was not a dream. We have dreamed about
this. It is a dream come true." >:<

Teen life is pretty similar. Yosuf said he enjoys

Photos and story by Jana Barnes, 18, h.s. senior, Oregon.
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Sailing Camp: A Memorable Experience
As our sailboat, a 420 model, plunged toward
the dock, I felt an increasing sense of helplessness
and doom. My brain was
at a stand still. My heart
racing, I was unable to
concentrate and could not
determine whether to pull
the tiller lift or right. To my
horror, I saw a Pico a short distance away from where we were
headed. I crashed into the dock, feeling a sudden jolt in my
stomach, the nearby Pico smashed into the side of our boat and
we slammed into another Pico that was parked at the dock.
My brothers and I were taking sailing lessons for
one week in August, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. every day.
The lessons were managed by the Chicago Park District
in Lake Michigan. Three counselors taught and supervised a group of28 kids in the camp. I had attended the
orientation and had only seen small children with their
parents, so I had been worried that I would be, by far,
the oldest one there. But to my relief, I discovered that
there was a girl my age named Becky and another girl
of thirteen named Audrey, both of whom I befriended.
There were three different sailboat models; 4-20's,
Picos and Prams, from largest to smallest. We were
grouped according to size and weight; the biggest
people would sail the 4-20's, the next biggest would sail
the Picos and so on. I was in a 4-20 with Becky and
Audrey. The first task that awaited us each morning was
rigging all the sailboats, taking them out to the dock
on dollies and putting them in the water. Rigging was
a complicated process, which consisted of a sequence
of steps such as putting lines into various holes, cleating, tying eight-knots and so .on. There were minute
details that we had to pay close attention to. Next, we
had to take them out of the shed and tie them to the
dock. Lifting all the boats onto dollies required a lot of
muscle. We were like a horde of busy ants, each grabbing a part of the boat, as ants would a crumb of bread,
and lifting it together. Each morning, we all breathed a
sigh of relief after all the boats were tied securely to the
dock. This process took, on average, one and half hours.
There are three major parts of the sailboat to manage: the tiller (that steers the boat); the main sail (catches
hold of the wind and causes the boat to move); and the
jib sheet, which counterbalances the main sail and helps
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in tacking. I got an opportunity to try all three parts.
The tiller is the hardest part to control. The day I controlled the tiller, I managed to run into the dock and
two Picos all at once, smashing the bow of the boat.
The main sail and the jib sheet were not easy jobs
either. While managing the main sail, I got hit on the
forehead a countless number of times by the boom,
which is a horizontal pole that swings rapidly whenever the boat changes direction, or tacks. Each time the
boom hit me on the head, I felt a sudden shock followed by a sharp, stinging pain and dizziness as I saw
question marks and stars everywhere. A dull headache
remained, until the boom got bored and chose to strike
and terrorize us again. Becky got so annoyed that she
would end up screaming at the boom, "You! Stop hitting me! Hurry up and swing to the other side already!"
Whenever we changed direction, we were supposed to
duck our heads until the boom swung with a sickening bang to the other side. There were times, however,
when we failed to duck quickly or low enough, or
when we had ducked and the boom had already swung
to the other side but chose to counter-attack and swing
back at the back of our heads, sending Becky into
another storm of fury and anguish.
Despite these inadequacies and annoyances, the
experience of sailing and rocking back and forth in the
waves was a relaxing one. Massive private boats were
neatly lined up in rows, looming above us in a friendly
fashion. Up ahead, on the pavement, we would see
passersby strolling, bicycling or running. Some would
occasionally wave at us and smile. We would wave back.
Becky always the loud one, would yell happily, "We're
sailing! We're sailing! Aren't we good?!" There were
some people, of course, who would ignore her. There
would also be gigantic yachts gliding in the water from
time to time. Knowing that it would be very dangerous
to collide with them, we would take extra precaution.
After we had ensured that we were safe, we would wave
and shout to them as well, "We're sailing! We're sailing!"
A group of ducks floated in the water wherever the
waves led them, cocking their beady heads interestedly
at us. I longed to sail over to them and pet them. At 4
p.m., after de-rigging and carrying all
the boats up out of the water and back
into the shed, I would go home, looking forward to the next day of sailing.
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-Grace Chung, 16, Illinois.
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ROStTA'S NEW HAT
"Rosita, venga aqui. Your friend Lucy
has come to visit."
Mama's voice silenced the clucking in the hen
house.
"Coming Mama." Rosita answered. She
brushed back the long strands of her black hair as
she pulled feathers off her blue poncho. I am not
dressed for company this morning, she thought.
She placed the last egg she had collected in her
basket then ran toward the house. The red dirt
squished between her toes through the sandals.
Lucy sat at the wooden table eating a sugary churro with one hand while using the other to
catch the falling sugar. Her tan skin glowed against
the collar of her white starched dress. She wore
white shiny pumps without a trace of the red dirt
that covered the path to the kitchen door.
Mama stood at the iron stove turning the
dough in the frying pan. Her large hands moved
swiftly between pan and the plate of sugar. She
caught the beads of perspiration on her forehead
with the sleeve of her red blouse.

"Hola, Lucy. You are out early today." Rosita
placed the basket of eggs on the table. Lucy waved
her fingers in greeting while shoving the last bit of
the confection into her mouth. Mama filled their
cups with milk.
"Gracias, " Lucy mumbled between bites.
"I must leave you now, Nina. My beautiful cow,
Dolores, is calling to me. Milking cannot wait."
Mama slipped her bare feet into the brown leather
sandals by the door.
Rosita spotted the round pink box on the floor
next to her friend. "What's in the box, Lucy?"
Lucy dabbed at her mouth with the cloth napkin. "Just wait and see. This is the reason I came so
early." Lucy put the box between them on the table
and untied the pink ribbons.
. "You must close your eyes Rosita," Lucy
instructed.
"Why must I close my eyes? Let me see!"
Rosita squealed.
"I want to surprise you, now close your eyes or
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I will not open the box," commanded Lucy.
Rosita closed her eyes. "Why must I always
obey Lucy?" she wondered. "I like Lucy like a
sister. Well, maybe like a cousin," she thought,
"Sometimes I think I would like to be Lucy and
live in the big hacienda and have pretty clothes and
my own pony an d... "
"Now you can open your eyes," shouted Lucy,
interrupting Rosita's daydreaming.
Rosita opened her eyes. Lucy stood before
her wearing a wide-brimmed pink straw hat. Her
brown sausage-like curls caressed her face as she
tied the pink ribbon under her chin. Another pink
satin ribbon wrapped around the crown and down
Lucy's back.
Rosita felt her mouth open but she made no
sound as her friend pranced around the table, like a
pony in the fields.
She finally stammered, "Lucy, where did you
get such a fine bonnet?"
"My abuela, Anna, sent it to me. Isn't it the most
beautiful hat you have ever seen?"
Rosita knew that Lucy's grandmother sent her
gifts often. She secretly wished she had a grandmother who would send her beautiful gifts too.
Lucy adjusted the hat as she looked at herself in the
small mirror hanging over the kitchen sink. "I am
going to wear it Saturday to the church."
"Saturday? You mean Sunday at the mass,"
Rosita corrected.
"Rosita, did you forget Saturday is Saint Francis
Day?"
Rosita nodded, she had forgotten the feast day
when the Padre gives a blessing to all of the animals
brought into the church courtyard.
"I'll ride my pony, Luna, and you'll bring your
burro, Pepe, as we do every year. This year I'll wear
my new hat." Lucy untied the ribbon under her
chin and slowly removed the hat.
Rosita touched the satin ribbon as Lucy
arranged the hat in the pink box, saying, "It is so
beautiful; maybe you shouldn't wear it on that day.
It might blow off your head in the wind."
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Lucy threw her head back, laughing at the
thought. "Oh Rosita, you are so funny. You must
have your Mama buy you a straw hat for Saturday.
All the girls will be wearing them. Senora Sanchez
is selling the hats in her tienda. Of course, they are
not as beautiful as mine."
"Oh, yes, I will tell my mama." Rosita smiled.
She knew that her mama could not buy such a
hat. She knew they barely lived on the money they
earned selling the chicken eggs, the milk, and some
times the cheese Mama made. "I will tell her,"
repeated Rosita in a hushed tone.
Lucy swung the hatbox off the table. She
hugged Rosita. "Until Saturday, my friend." Lucy
waved as she walked out the door.

"Hasta luego," Rosita's mama called out as Lucy
rode off on her pony. "Come Rosita, I have filled
the baskets on the burros back with bottles of milk
for Senor Alvarez. You must take them before the
morning gets too hot."

crowing of the old rooster. She dressed quickly
then tiptoed into the kitchen. Good, she thought,
Mama is not up. She drank a cup of cold milk.
"Rosita, you are up so early. I'll fix your breakfast in a few minutes," called mama.
"I have had some milk, Mama. They will have
hot chocolate and tortas at the church after the
blessing. I'll see you when it's over." She hurried
out the door.
Rosita could see a crowd gathering in the
courtyard of the church. Children with goats, cats,
dogs, and chickens seemed to be everywhere. She
walked beside her burro looking for her friend.
Then she saw Lucy sitting astride her pony. Lucy
waved; her hand froze in mid air as Rosita came
closer. Two girls in look-alike straw hats turned to
look at Rosita and her burro.

Mama tightened the rope on the baskets. She
did not look up at Rosita. "Oh, yes, Lucy's hat is
very fi ne."

Rosita stood tall; she pushed up the puffy
sleeves of her Sunday best blue dress. She tossed
back her head, long black strands of her hair fell
softly over shoulders. She wore a straw hat with
white lace, white mantilla lace, wrapped around the
crown. The lace strung through two cut out holes,
then tied under her chin. Another piece of the lace
hung from the crown down her back.

"Lucy says all the girls will be wearing straw
hats on Saturday for the blessing of the animals.
She said..."

An old woman holding a squealing pig called
to her, "Rosita, that is a fine straw hat you are
wearing. Is it new?"

"Rosita," Mama interrupted. "You have a lovely
white lace mantilla your auntie gave you. It will be
fine for Saturday."

"Muchas gracias," replied Rosita. She waved

Rosita took the reins of her burro. "Mama, did
you see Lucy's new straw hat?"

Rosita knew mama meant that they could not
afford a straw hat. She pursed her lips then tugged
at the reins on the burro. "Come, Pepe, move." She
yelled at the small animal. "I will be the only girl
without a straw hat. People will laugh because even
you wear a straw hat."
Pepe wore an old straw hat with two holes cut
out for his ears. The hat sat tightly over his head
providing shade for his eyes. Rosita jerked at the
hat to straighten it on his head.

again to Lucy and the other girls. "It is a new hat
for me." >l<

-Gloria Jabaut, California.
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"Walk faster, Pepe, or we will never get this
milk delivered." Rosita slapped the burro's backside.
"Hee. Haw," wailed the animal.
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Behind Happy Faces: Tclking Charge of Your Mental
Health by Ross Szabo and Melanie Hall (Volt). This
book uses current information and personal experiences to discuss the challenges of diagnosing and living
with a mental disorder. It also provides useful resources
for dispelling myths about mental disorders and helping
loved ones affected by them. High School ages. ISBN:
978-1-56625-305-5.
Who Likes the Rain? by Etta Kaner, illust. by Marie
Lafrance (Kids Can Press). This dynamic, colorful little
book poses many questions about rain-why rain falls,
what raindrops really look like, and other related topics.
Young readers discover the answers by opening answer
flaps on each right-hand page. Ages 4-8. ISBN: 978-155337-841-9.
This Is My Planet: The Kids' Guide to Global vvarming
by Jan Thornhill (Maple 'Tree). This splashy, scrapbookstyle book explores questions adeptly, such as: Why is
Global Warming a problem?, How can we stop it from
getting worse?, Is there anything we can do to help?
The discussion is not oversimplified. Ages 7-10. ISBN:
978-1-897349-07-6.
Basho and the Fox by Tim Myers, illust. by Oki S.
Han (Marshall Cavendish). In this innovative tale, a fox
thinks he is a great poet and a great poet believes he
can outdo the fox. Using the real character of Basho,
one ofJapan's greatest writers, and a witty fox, the tale
mixes history with imagination, all rendered in delicate
watercolors. Ages 4-8. ISBN: 0-7614-5068-8.
A Boy From Ireland by Marie Raphael (Persea). A
compelling story of a young half-Irish, half-English boy
and his sister who are torn between the two cultures.
After their mother dies, they set off for a new life in
New York City in search of acceptance and their missing father. Ages 11-16. ISBN: 978-0-89255-331-0.
Celebrate Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur with
Honey, Prayers and the Shofar by Deborah Heiligman
(National Geographic). Each book in this series shares the
meaning of diverse religious holidays and the ways they
are celebrated. The books use large print text and current photos from these celebrations around the world.
Ages 6-10. ISBN: 978-1-4263-0076-9.
La Tienda de Mama y Papa by Amelia Lau Carling
(Tigrillo / Groundwood). In Spanish. See pages 34-35.
Ages 5-9. ISBN: 0-88899-538-5.
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Our Country's First Ladies by Ann Bausum
(National Geographic). First Ladies is a remarkable
resource that contains profiles of each First Lady, with
a full-page portrait, a page (or more) profile with a side
bar of facts about each woman. An excellent starter
resource for exploring their diverse roles and activities!
Ages 8-14. ISBN: 978-1-4263-0006-6.
The Red Book: A Deliciously Unorthodox Approach
to Igniting Your Divine Spark by Sera Beak UosseyBass). The Red Book offers us a smorgasbord of spirituality. From the search for the 'divine you' to 'revitalizing
your life,' the author takes the reader on a delicious
journey of self-discovery. She has a smart and sassy
format that makes it difficult to put the book down. A
refreshing read in this time of turmoil. It is appropriate
for all teenagers and adults. ISBN: 0-7879-8054-4.
The Adventures of Molly Whuppie and Other
Appalachian Folktales by Anne Shelby (Univ. of N.
Carolina Press). In these fourteen tales, Ms. Shelby
combines elements from traditional folktales with
Appalachian language and a contemporary sensibility
to create a funny, magical, and somehow very familiar
world. The retellings in which female characters play
the role of hero are based on stories collected in Eastern
Kentucky.Ages 10--15. ISBN: 978-0-8078-3163-2.
Fairy Tale Feasts: A Literary Cookbook for Young Readers
and Eaters, tales retold by Jane Yolen, recipes by Heidi E.
Y. Stemple, illust. by Philippe Beha (Crocodile). This
cookbook briefly retells old tales in which food plays
a role, whether it be a poison apple, gingerbread house
or runaway pancake, and provides a simple, tasty related
recipe. A culinary and literary treat for the whole family! All ages. ISBN: 978-1-56656-643-8.
Good Fortune: My Journey to Gold Mountain by Li
Keng Wong (Peachtree). Gee Li Keng is a 7 year-old girl
living in China with her mother and sisters when her
father writes for them to join him in America-Gold
Mountain. This book tells of her journey as she adjusts
to life as a Chinese immigrant in America during the
Great Depression. Ages 9-13. ISBN: 1-56145-367-6.
A World Religions Resource Guide by Paul
McKenna and Tony Muhitch (silverbooks@idirect.com).
This comprehensive guide for educators features
resources and activities to develop and encourage
interfaith dialogue. Especially made for use in Canada.
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Humberto Ak'abal, the Guatemalan Weaver of Words
As a child, Humberto Ak'abal
weaved ponchos and rugs. Today, he is
a fine weaver of words; he is a poet. He'
writes poems like this one:

Other times, I am a jaguar,
I run through the cliffs,
I jump over rocks,
I climb mountains.
I chat with the sun,
I play with the moon,
I grab the stars
and put them on my body.
Humberto Ak'abal is a Guatemalan
Indian who comes from an ancient ethnic group,
the Maya-Quiche. In this poem, he describes a
powerful nahual, the jaguar. Many Mesoamerican
Indians believe in the nahuales. According to this
belief, every human has an animal who is our
company keeper, a spirit, the animal who protects
us. The nahual is an intimate energy and "that intimacy should not be shared," says Ak'abal. "To tell
someone about one's nahual is to remove one's
clothes and allow everyone to see one naked."
The nahual of a brave and strong person is
always a powerful animal. If the animal is wounde.d
or killed, the person may be harmed. Both theIr
destinies are bound. Turkeys, dogs and deer can also
be nahuales; as can even stones, thunder and trees. It
is said that a long time ago, magical persons could
turn themselves into their nahuales. They came back
and forth from one life to another.
As a Mayan Indian who lives within his culture,
Humberto Ak'abal is well-connected to nature. He
knows he is an integral part of it.

"With my grandfather, I learned to read lightning and storms; to calibrate the wind, to understand the language of birds, the behavior of animals,
the soft murmur of calm rivers. We take the names
of birds from their songs, so when you call a bird
you sing with it," says Ak'abal.
Those of us who live in the cities and in mechanized fields lose this connection with nature; we
never communicate with it. But Humberto Ak'abal
does. That may be the reason why nature (animals,
stones, flowers, water, air, trees) is the single most
important topic of his poetry. Humberto Ak~abal
thinks and writes in his language, the Maya-QUIche.
He then translates them into Spanish. Humberto
walks among the pine trees that surround his town
and bathes in a nearby waterfall. He also works the
land takes care of his corn and cuts firewood. His
hands remain rough, just like when he was a farm
boy. He lives well-connected with nature, where
his poetry is born. >:<

© Irene Piedra Santa, Guatemala City, Guatemala.

* * * * * * * * * Poems of Humberto Ak'abal * * * * * *
It Rains Songs

Stones

Blushing

It rains songs
from the mockingbirds
in love with the rain.

It is not that stones are mute;
they keep silent.

Big, round, blushing
out of pure anger.

Happy

This is how the moon gets
when it is upset.

And the sun,
standing in the middle of the sky
without an umbrella.
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The sky laughs through thunder,
smiles through lightning.
©Art by Amelia Lau. Seepp. 34-35.
It is always happy.
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/I1eet the Atttist: Amelia. I!a.u Ca.ttlih'j
J-{tllJe

'fou.

elJe'l

played on a rooftop
garden? Have you ever
lived in a store? Have
you ever imagined
being an animal? These
are some themes in my
work as an author and
illustrator of children's
books.
When I was growing up, I lived with my
family in my parents'
store in the heart of
Guatemala City. We
were a Chinese family living in a Latin
American country.
In our home we had
Chinese traditions, but even so, we participated fully in
Guatemalan culture.

In the store there was a routine. We got up at dawn,
opened the store, closed for lunch, took a nap, opened
the store, had dinner, closed and went to bed. That routine was the inspiration for Mama and Papa Have a
Store (La tienda de mama y papa). In the book, a day in
the store goes by with customers coming and going,
children's games and the visit of a Mayan Indian family
looking for colorful threads to weave their clothing.
In my childhood I spent many an hour sitting on
the front step of the store watching the street. Mayan
Indians, dressed in handwoven garments, carried heavy
loads on their heads or backs, beggars sat on sidewalks,
peddlers hawked snacks. Buses went by spewing dark
fumes, their roofs laden with chickens, bananas and
flowers. Mule carts hauled loads and cars honked. I also
spent a lot of time inside the store, listening and watchmg.
As our life followed its rhythm and routine, so did
the year pass with predictable events like Christmas,
New Year, national holidays and religious festivals. In
Sawdust Carpets, Alfombras de aserrin, I recall the
Holy Week season, when the story of the death of
Christ is told in the form of processions.
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Holy Week,
the week before
Easter Sunday,
was an amazmg
time of somber
but vivid imagery and for a
child like me,
both frightening and fascinating. Centuries
old statues
were brought
out from the
churches onto
the streets and
neighbors prepared intricate,
brilliantly colored sawdust carpets on their path as offerings. These
works of art were destroyed instantly when the processions walked over them. This is a tradition that still
comes to life every year, is unique in the Americas and
that Guatemalans have made their very own.
My illustrations for Otras veces soy jaguar (At times
I am a jaguar), a collection of poems by Humberto
Ak'abal, draw from the wilderness and the Mayan
culture in Guatemala. Ak'abal's language is beautiful
and universal and reflects a people tied inextricably to
animals, forces of nature, rocks, volcanoes, mountains,
water and vegetation.
There are many themes that bring Guatemala,
China and America together for me. In exploring them
I've discovered that many people can trace their family
story back to diverse and distant places. For sure, the
world is ever so small.

*

©Amelia Lau Carling, author and illustrator oj: La
tienda de mama y papa (Groundwood) Mama and Papa
Have a Store (Dial Books for Young Readers); Alfombras
de aserrin (Groundwood Books) and illustrator of Otras
veces soy jaguar poems by Humberto Ak'abal (Editorial
Piedra Santa/Guatemala, and Groundwood/Canada).
©fllustrations on pages 33-35 by Amelia Lau have been
reprinted with a permission from Groundwood Books.
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Canace a la atztlsta: Amella 'cau Catzlln~
i. fll~f.{1ttl lJC:l: htl.6'ltls ju~tl.d.o eJ1 UJ1tl. te'l'Ztl.:l:tl.?
(Has vivido en una tienda? ~Te imaginas como seria ser
un animal? Estos son algunos de los temas de mi trabajo
como autora e ilustradora de libros para ninos.
Cuando yo era pequena, vivia con mi familia en
la tienda de mis padres en el centro de la Ciudad de
Guatemala. Eramos una familia china en un pais latinoamericano. En casa seguiamos las costumbres chinas,
mas aun asi, tambien participabamos en la cultura guatemalteca.
En la tienda habia una rutina. Madrugar, abrir la
tienda, cerrar para el almuerzo, tomar una siesta, abrir
otra vez, cenar, cerrar y acostarse. Esa rutina fue la
inspiracion de La tienda de mama y papa. En ellibro, el
dia transcurre en la tienda con el vaiven de los clientes,
con juegos de ninos y con la visita de una familia indigena que viene buscando hilos de colores para hacer sus
tejidos.
En mi ninez pase
muchas horas sentada en la grada al
frente del almacen,
observando la calle.
Los indigenas, vestidos con atavios tejidos a mano, llevaban
pesadas cargas sobre
la cabeza 0 a cuestas,
los limosneros se sentaban en la calle, los
vendedores ambulantes traian meriendas. Las camionetas
pasaban echando
humo, cargando pollos, bananos y flores
sobre el techo. Las
mulas jalaban carretas llenas de cosas y los carros tocaban las bocinas. Tambien pase largos ratos adentro del
almacen, escuchando y observandolo todo.
Nuestra vida llevaba su ritmo y su rutina y asi tambien el ana pasaba con regularidad. Venian la Navidad,
el Ano Nuevo, las fiestas nacionales y los festejos religiosos. En Alfombras de aserrin recuerdo la epoca de la
Jan. - Feb. 2007

Semana Santa, cuando la historia de la muerte de Cristo
se cuenta en la forma de procesiones.
La Semana Santa, que precede al Domingo de
Pascua, era un tiempo sombrio pero de vividas imagines,
y para una nina como yo, una temporada que me asustaba y me fascinaba a la vez. Se sacaban antanas imagines
de las iglesias en procession, y los vecinos, como ofrendas, elaboraban detalladas y coloridas alfombras de aserrin en las calles, al paso de elias. Esas obras de arte se
destruian en un instante al pasar las procesiones sobre
elias. Esta es una tradicion que aun cobra vida cada ano,
es unica en las Americas, y que los guatemaltecos la han
apropiado en forma singular.
Mis ilustraciones para Otras veces soy jaguar,
una coleccion de poemas por Humberto Ak'abal, brotan de la naturaleza y la cultura maya de Guatemala.
Las bellas palabras de Ak'abal son universales, y reflejan
a un pueblo inextricablemente atado
a los animales, a las
fuerzas de la naturaleza, a las rocas, las
montanas, los volcanes, el agua y la
vegetacion.
Hay muchos
temas que para mi
unen 10 que es de
Guatemala, de la
China y de America.
Explorando estos
he descubierto que
muchas personas
pueden trazar la historia de su familia a
lugares tan diversos
como distantes. Por
cierto, el mundo es tan pequeno como nunca. >:<

© Amelia Lau Carling es la autora e ilustradora de: "La
tienda de mama y papa" (Groundwood Bookw), "Mama and
Papa Have a Store/' (Dial Books); "Alfombras de aserr{n:
Sawdust Carpets" (Groundwood Books) y la ilustradora de
"Otras veees soy jaguar" por Humberto Ak'abal (Editorial
Piedra Santa/Guatemala y Groundwood Books).
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